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Trends In Criminal Cartel Enforcement
Law360, New York (January 15, 2015, 11:13 AM ET) -After racking up record corporate criminal fines in three of the last
four years, one might think that the Antitrust Division of the U.S.
Department of Justice had made a strategic decision to focus more of
its enforcement efforts on corporations and somewhat fewer
resources on corporate executives. That would be wrong. Although
the DOJ’s efforts to prosecute individuals may not always receive the
same sort of publicity that its high-dollar corporate prosecutions and
settlements do, the fact is that corporate executives never have been
more squarely in the DOJ’s crosshairs than they are today.
The DOJ’s intense focus on individual executives, especially foreign
nationals, is a relatively recent phenomenon. Although the United
States has treated cartel activity as a crime for more than a century,
it is only in the last 20 years that enforcement against individuals has
been stepped up in a significant way. Price-fixing and bid-rigging
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were misdemeanors until 1974.[1] Even after the United States made
cartels felonious, business executives could still often secure no-jailtime deals. For business executives — especially foreign business executives, who generally faced little
or no risk of extradition — the prospect of serving significant prison time for cartel offenses must have
seemed remote.
For several years now, however, the DOJ has been steadily escalating the pressure it places on
executives. In the 1990s, as part of its leniency programs, the DOJ adopted a series of carrots and sticks
to convince foreign companies and their executives to plead guilty and to agree to serve prison time.[2]
In that same era, the DOJ abolished “no jail time” plea agreements for foreign executives.[3] The DOJ
also embarked on a remarkably successful global lobbying effort to convince other nations to criminalize
cartel conduct.
As a result of these efforts, business executives who participate in cartels face greater prosecution risks
today than ever before. Consider the facts:
In April of 2014, the DOJ secured its first-ever extradition of an individual based solely on
antitrust charges, which comes on the heels of its first-ever success in convicting foreign
executives at trial for antitrust violations.[4]

At the end of 2013, the DOJ convinced a federal judge to impose a five-year prison sentence, the
longest ever in an antitrust case, against the former president of a shipping company.

Since Jan. 20, 2009, the DOJ has prosecuted 372 individuals. At least 65 percent of these
individuals were U.S. citizens. 102 individuals were prosecuted in the DOJ’s real estate
foreclosure investigations — all of whom were U.S. citizens. Of the remaining 270 individuals,
more than 50 percent were U.S. citizens.[5]

In the ongoing investigation of the auto parts industry, the DOJ has filed charges against 49
executives—a surprisingly large number when compared to the DOJ’s other recent international
cartel investigations.

In the cartel enforcement world, 2014 may be best remembered for the more than $1 billion in
corporate criminal fines the DOJ secured. That is a lot of money, no doubt. But in the long run, we may
look back at 2014 as sort of a tipping point: the year that the DOJ proved not only its intent to pursue
individual executives who engaged in cartel conduct, but also its ability to do so effectively on a global
basis.
First Extradition Solely for Antitrust Charges
In April 2014, the DOJ announced that Germany had agreed to extradite Romano Pisciotti, an Italian
citizen, to face U.S. antitrust charges.[6] Pisciotti is the first person ever to have been extradited to the
U.S. based solely on antitrust charges.
Pisciotti was an Italian-based executive at Parker ITR Srl. In 2010, Parker pled guilty to price-fixing in the
marine hose industry between 1999 and May 2007.[7] (Four other companies and nine individuals also
pled guilty to price-fixing in that industry.)
In Parker’s plea agreement, tge DOJ “carved out” Pisciotti (i.e., retained the right to prosecute him), who
ran Parker’s marine hose business from 1985 to 2006. Six months later, the DOJ secured an indictment
against Pisciotti, alleging that he participated in a global price-fixing conspiracy among manufacturers of
marine hoses. Notably, the DOJ filed the indictment under seal, presumably because Pisciotti refused to
travel to the United States to face the charges.
The DOJ then set out to try to secure Pisciotti’s presence in the United States. Because Italy did not
criminalize cartel conduct until after the events at issue in the case, extradition appeared to be out of
the question. (Most extradition treaties require “dual criminality,” meaning that extradition is only
available when the conduct at issue is illegal in both the countries making and considering the
extradition request.) The DOJ thus elected to file a “Red Notice” with Interpol, which obligated member
countries to seek to detain Pisciotti with an eye towards his potential extradition. In June 2013, as he
sought to clear customs at Frankfurt Airport while flying from Nigeria to Italy, German authorities
arrested Pisciotti. At the U.S. government’s request, German prosecutors initiated extradition

proceedings.
Pisciotti challenged the validity of his extradition in various European courts, but without success. On
April 3, 2014, the Higher Regional Court of Frankfurt ceded to requests from the DOJ and ordered the
extradition of Pisciotti. Just three weeks later, Pisciotti agreed to plead guilty to participating in a
conspiracy to rig bids, fix prices and allocate market shares of marine hose sold in the United States.
Pisciotti agreed to serve two years in prison — with credit for the nine months and 16 days he was held
in custody in Germany — and to pay a $50,000 fine.
Pisciotti’s extradition highlights the increasing risks foreign executives face when they decide not to
return to the United States to face antitrust charges. That risk profile has changed significantly in recent
years. Historically, most countries did not criminalize antitrust offenses, which meant that extradition
was a nonstarter. But more than 30 countries now impose criminal liability for cartel activities, including
major economic powers like Australia, Brazil, Canada, Germany, Israel, Japan, Mexico, South Korea, the
United Kingdom and Russia. In addition, most countries have bilateral extradition treaties with the
United States (Russia, China, Namibia, the United Arab Emirates and North Korea being notable
exceptions). Foreign executives who live in these countries — or who pass through them while on
international travel — now face significant new extradition risks.[8]
Longest Prison Sentence in Criminal Antitrust Case
Frank Peake, the former president of Sea Star Line LLC, a shipping company, recently was sentenced to
serve five years in prison and fined $25,000 as a result of his conviction at trial of fixing shipping rates
between the United States mainland and Puerto Rico.[9] Although the 60-month sentence was shorter
than the 86-month sentence requested by the government, it is still the longest sentence ever imposed
for a Sherman Act violation.[10]
The sentencing was disputed. Peake argued that the 86-month sentence requested by the government
was unreasonable, in part because it would have been significantly longer than the sentences imposed
on the AU Optronics Corp. executives who were convicted at trial, and because it would have been
dramatically longer than the 12- to 24-month sentences that had been imposed on pleading defendants
in the auto parts cases.[11] Peake argued that an appropriate sentence would be probation, a period of
house arrest, community service and a $20,000 fine.[12]
The court emphatically disagreed with Peake’s proposal. The court acknowledged that Peake may have
felt compelled to conspire with competitors because of the economic difficulties in the shipping
industry.[13] But it noted that Peake’s sentence should reflect that his conduct involved noncompetitive
bids,[14] a significant amount of commerce (over $500 million)[15] and the fact that he played a
leadership role in the conspiracy.[16] The court went on to say that Peake “receive[d] training in
antitrust relations and could have put a stop to the conspiracy at any time. Instead, he allowed it to
continue and took the lead in several aspects because he was benefiting indirectly by the bonus
compensation which he was receiving.”[17]
This historically long sentence may be indicative of what is to come. After all, Peake’s situation was not
that different from many senior executives who find themselves facing antitrust charges. Like many such
executives, he received antitrust training, had the ability to stop communications with competitors and
may well have had the best interests of his business at heart. The DOJ will doubtless point to this fiveyear sentence in future cases as an important precedent. Peake’s lengthy sentence will affect both how
executives weigh plea offers and how courts think about sentencing in contested antitrust cases. Indeed,

Peake’s five-year sentence is three years longer than the longest sentence (24 months) imposed to date
in the auto parts cases, which, thus far, involve only pleading defendants. To avoid this sort of “trial
penalty,” future defendants may be more inclined to resolve cases with plea agreements.
Continued Focus on Foreign Executives
Pisciotti’s extradition and prosecution is emblematic of the DOJ’s continued focus on foreign executives.
Cartel investigations of the automotive parts, optical disk drive, DRAM, marine hose, LCD, air cargo, air
passenger fees, freight forwarding and refrigerant compressor industries have focused on how the
alleged anti-competitive conduct of foreign executives affected the U.S. market. In these investigations,
the DOJ has carved out 250 executives from corporate plea agreements. Of these executives, the
majority were not U.S. citizens, but had U.S. pricing authority or responsibility for sales into the United
States.
The DOJ has several tools at its disposal when prosecuting foreign executives. The DOJ has increasingly
leveraged the 1996 memorandum of understanding between the DOJ, the Antitrust Division and the
Immigration and Naturalization Service to offer immigration assurances to foreign executives who agree
to plead guilty. In addition, where appropriate, the DOJ is increasingly bringing fraud and obstruction of
justice charges related to executives’ cartel conduct.[18] Even when the DOJ decides not to bring
charges for obstruction of justice, it can use obstruction of justice to gain leverage in plea bargaining
negotiations.[19]
The DOJ may place pressure on corporations that plead guilty to encourage their foreign executives to
plead guilty as well. As the assistant attorney general for the Antitrust Division recently explained, “[i]t is
hard to imagine how companies can foster a corporate culture of compliance if they still employ
individuals in positions with senior management and pricing responsibilities who have refused to accept
responsibility for their crimes and who the companies know to be culpable.”[20]
Increasing Prosecution of “Carveouts”
Pisciotti’s extradition, Peake’s lengthy sentence and the DOJ’s increased leverage in plea negotiations
are strong signals of the DOJ’s “get tough” approach toward executives accused of fixing prices. Another
is the DOJ’s prosecution decisions in the auto-parts investigation: The record to date shows the DOJ’s
strong drive to prosecute executives. Thus far, the DOJ has brought public charges against 59.7 percent
of all executives carved out of corporate plea agreements in the automotive parts investigation (i.e.,
plea agreements that date back at least one year), as reflected in the chart below. By contrast, it
brought public charges against only 37.6 percent of carveouts in international cartel investigations in the
last five years (Air Cargo, Air Passenger, Freight Forwarders, Marine Hose, Optical Disk Drive, Refrigerant
Compressors and TFT-LC).[21]

Conclusion
The trends are clear. Executives who are involved in price-fixing have never faced more serious personal
risks. Executives are who are implicated in price-fixing are more likely to be both “carved out” of
corporate plea agreement and prosecuted for their conduct. Foreign executives facing price-fixing
charges are facing risking risks of extradition. And executives that go to trial run the risk of increasingly
lengthy prison sentences if found guilty. In short, business executives involved in cartels or collusion face
an unprecedented level of personal risk.
The DOJ’s increasing focus on prosecuting foreign executives places a premium on corporate compliance
efforts. As the DOJ has noted, “the easiest way for companies and their executives to avoid prosecution
is not to commit crimes.”[24] Effective antitrust compliance programs greatly reduce the chances that
companies and their executives will conspire to fix prices. And it maximizes the chance that any anticompetitive conduct will be discovered early enough to qualify for corporate leniency or otherwise
receive significant benefits through cooperating with a DOJ investigation.[25]
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